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Abstract 

This paper examines noun derivations in Kulung. The derivations are used to identify categories such as 

agentives, language names (patronyms), locations and  instruments. Some of the nominal derivations are nouns 

derived from nouns. Very few are nouns derived from verbs and other grammatical classes. In Kulung, most of the 

derivations employ prefixes. The study seeks to describe an inventory of the derivational formations which is an 

aspect of Derivational Morphology in natural language. The position of the affix in derivation is critical that no 

meaningful discussion on word structure can be completed without it. The data for the study were obtained from 

two sources, Primary and Secondary. The primary data was gathered from the interview of native speakers while 

the secondary data were obtained from works on Kulung, particularly morphology and syntax. The study is 

anchored on the theoretical model of Morphological theory. This theory is an independent sub-theory of 

Grammar. The study discovered that Kulung makes use of only one type of derivational morpheme which is 

prefixes. The paper recommends that the structure of grammatical categories more especially verb (v) Noun (N) 

Adjective (A) should be studied for morphological analysis. As word is the building block of communication in 

natural language.      
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1.0 Introduction 

Universally words are regarded as the most 

essentials aspect of natural language. They are 

considered to be the fundamental building blocks of 

communicating, based on this premise, the study of 

Noun derivation deals with the analysis of roots and 

affixes. The internal structure of noun consists of a root 

morpheme and one or more affixes as can be seen in the 

analysis of the Noun derivation by means of affixes. 

The root is the major carrier of meaning and also class 

categories such as Noun (N) Verb (V). For the purpose 

of this study we are going to limit our discussions on 

class-maintaining and class-changing derivation. The 

root morpheme for easy understanding are glossed, 

equally the prefixes morpheme for class-maintaining 

and class-changing are glossed for guidance.          

1.1 Brief history of Kulung  

Kulung has been classified as a member of the 

Niger-Congo, Southern Jarawa Language family 

Greenberg (1963). A detailed account of Kulung early 

settlers is contained in the works of McBride (1972) 

and Saleh (2010). These accounts trace the origin of the 

Kulung people to a man named Mbur who left Kona to 

look for a new abode. According to McBride, this 

journey took Mbur to the northward across the Benue 

River and its wide valley to some rocky ridges. After 

climbing the hill, Mbur discovered suitable terrain with 

enough water encircled by a chain of hills. The new 

location happened to enjoy a natural fortress. This 

discovery prompted Mbur to move his family from 

Kona to the new abode. In his company were three 

other young men about whom it was not known 

whether they were his children, friends or relations. 

The name of the settlement and the town was derived 

from the morphs Ɓa and Mbur, meaning the place of 

Mbur or the entire people of Mbur (Bambur). It is 

strongly believed that Mbur became the leader of the 

group. Not quite long after the settlement of Mbur and 

his companions, other settlers crossed the hills to join 

the pioneers. Two brothers, Sanga and Nyinlo came and 

settled on the Balasa ridge to the west. Similarly, some 

riverine people from far, up the Benue River, came and 

occupied the higher parts of Balasa mountains. Other 

people from Kona built their homes on Nzhikwano 

ridge some distance from Balasa. and still others settled 

on Gerere Mountain farther west. As time went on, 

many groups from different ancestries and languages 

converged on this location to form a homogeneous 

tribal unit, speaking one language. 

The region where the Kulung co-hibited, that is 
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the Kulung land could no longer serve the people due to 

population increase. This and many other factors might 

be responsible for the Kulung people to look for 

alternative farm land. This trend necessitated the 

Kulung to migrate in search of fertile land and new 

opportunities outside the frontiers of Kulung. 

Settlements such as Zailani, Usmanu and Didango are 

within Karim Lamido. Other Kulung settlements are 

found outside Karim Lamido, the Kulung people 

inhabited Tau, Mayoranewo, and Iware. The same story 

could be told of Bali, Lau, Jalingo and Gassol Local 

Government Areas. 

2.0 Theoretical Framework 

The model underpinning this study is the 

Morphological theory. This theory is an independent 

sub-theory of Grammar. The morphological principles 

seem to operate at the lexical level. Noun derivation is 

an operation of lexical category. The theory essentially 

determines how words are formed through the word 

formation constraint. The theory specifies how words 

are formed, their morphological combinations and their 

phonological shapes. One of the basic requirements for 

this theory is that affixes must be attached to a 

phonologically realized stem. In this study it is very 

clear the phonological shapes and morphological 

combinations are language specific. See (Ouhalla 1988 

in Munkaila (2006). This theory is found in the works 

of Baker (1988), Di Sciullo (1987), and Scalise (1986). 

3.0 Methodology 

The research was conducted in Bambur, Balasa, 

Banyan and Bamingun. These are the main speakers of 

Kulung. The data for the study were obtained from two 

sources, primary and secondary. Works on Kulung 

language, particularly morphology and syntax were 

consulted. The primary data was gathered from the 

interviews of native speakers. We interviewed/observed 

in equal proportion, twenty (20) men and women each. 

And out of the twenty (20) men. we interviewed eight 

(8) farmers, eight (8) petty traders and four (4) civil 

servants. Similarly, out of the twenty' (20) women we 

interviewed eight (8) farmers, eight (8) petty traders 

and four (4) civil servants. 

The instruments of the field work research, is 

structured interview questions on words generally the 

tape recorder was used for recording the interview, e.g. 

Names of instrument places like school, mosque and 

church, occupation, agent etc. 

This research also relied on the intuition of one of the 

researchers who is a native speaker of Kulung and the 

printed text available on the language. To satisfy the 

demands of observational adequacy, the samples 

generated on the basis of the analysis of the data were 

tested and accepted by the native speakers as a correct 

representation of the language. 

4.0 Conceptual Review 

4.1 Noun  

Matthews (2007:268) defines noun as one of a 

class of words characterized by members denoting 

concrete entities, whose basic role in syntax is in phrase 

representing arguments of a verb. This definition is not 

all that elaborative, as its scope is somehow limited to 

concrete entities. Yule (2007:88) simply defines noun 

as word used to refer to people, objects, creatures, 

places, qualities, phenomena and abstract ideas as if 

they were all things. This definition is the scope within 

which noun is used in this study. In the same manner 

Kirkphatrick (2010:88), says noun is used to refer to a 

person, thing or quality. Nouns are a very common 

feature of language and they are categorized into 

various classifications. From the foregoing one is 

tempted to conclude that noun is a universal feature of 

human languages. 

4.2 Derivation  

Derivational affixes according to McGregor 

(2009:61) are affixes that attach to a lexical root and 

result in a new word. This is an aspect of derivational 

morphology. Matthews (2007:99) defines derivation as 

any series of changes in which a form or structure is 

altered by successive processes. In the same manner, 

Finegan (2012:48) sees derivation as processes that 

transform a word into another word with a related 

meaning but belonging to a different lexical category. 

He cited an example with derivational suffixes of 

Persian language that creates abstract nouns from 

adjectives, as illustrated below: 

gcerm “warm”      gceram “heat” 

pcehn “wide”        pcehna “width” 

This process of derivational morphology can be 

expressed by the rule below: 

Adj—► + - A —► N
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In Kulung, different patterns occur. Let's look at some sample data from our field work. This rule system is 

to account for the data elicited. 

Adj    →     +    - A → N 

 

Bà+Kébnà Bàkébnè short one 

bà+Sábnà Bàsábné long one 

bà+ Pinnà Bàpìnné black one 

bà+Púbnà Bàpubné white one 

 

From these data, we can propose that the prefix 

ɓa-is a derivational morpheme which can be used 

to derive nouns from adjectives. Kulung seems to 

have a system of nominal derivation that is 

unique. Many of such derivations are nouns 

derived from nouns. However, there are few ones 

that are noun derived from verbs and other 

grammatical classes. Most of the derivations 

employ prefixes. The derivational morphemes are 

used to express such categories as instruments, 

agentives, language names, location, ethnonyms, 

etc. 

Bound morphemes like ɓa- are called 

derivational morphemes. When they are added to 

a base, a new word with a new meaning is 

derived. The addition of ɓa to ńghibì means 

“thief’’ and the addition of ɓa- to ńghibì becomes 

ɓańghibì.The Verb nghib means stealing    

This means that every Kulung native 

speaker has a lot of the derivational morphemes 

in his mental dictionary as well as the rules that 

determine how they are added to a root or stem. 

The form that results from the addition of a 

derivational morpheme is called a derived word. 

4.3  Affixation 

Affixes are the building block of word structures 

Ndimele (1999:22) defines affixation as a 

morphological process of attaching an affix to the 

root or base of word. For the purpose of this 

study, consideration is made on the position in 

which the affix occurs and the function of the 

affix in determining the grammatical class of the 

word. Syal and Jindal; (2007:86). Tomori 

(1977:33) and O'Grady e tal  (2011:120). The 

way and manner in which these scholars 

conceptualized affixation as Affix are morphemes 

that are attached to the front of its base, this is 

called a prefix, whereas an affix that is attached 

to the end of its base is termed as suffix. In 

Kulung the only permissible affix is prefix. This 

is one of the morphological characteristics of 

Kulung.   

4.1.1 Literature Review 

The word which is distinct from its base 

has essentially gone through a morphological 

process commonly known as derivation. 

Derivation itself is a process of affixation that 

forms a word with a meaning from different 

grammatical class. O’Grady, e tal 2011:122-123) 

note that one of the most common derivational 

affixes in English language is the suffix or 

morpheme -er which combines a verb to form a 

noun with the meaning “one does X”. Consider 

(1): 
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(1) The -er affix 

 

Verb Base Derive to Noun 
Sell Sell-er Seller 

Write Writ-er Writer 

Teach Teach-er Teacher 

Sing sing-er Singer 

Lead Lead-er Leader 

Destroy Destroy-er Destroyer 

 

This English structure exhibits suffix as the adaptive morpheme which comes at the end of the word in form 

of enclitics. Generally speaking, English has a well-defined affixation rule unlike Kulung. Adamu (2016:25) 

maintains that Kulung is an agglutinative language where the morphemes that form the affixes are basically 

prefixes 

Adamu (2016:25) presents the derivational affix of Kulung as in (2): 

(2) Verbal base     gloss            Derive to Noun      Gloss 

dobbo:       Sit  ghi-dobbo  Ghidobbo  Seater 

Li      eat  ghi-li   Ghili   Food 

Lama      cook            ghi- lama  Ghilama  Foodstuff 

Nonghow  sleep           ghi-nonghow  Ghinonghow  bed 

Tumo      dig  ghi-tumo  Ghitumo  Digger 

Kughow   drive             ghi-kughow  Ghikughow  Vehicle 

pakha:r    work         ghi-pakha:r  ghipakha:r  worker 

It has been observed that in Kulung derivational morphemes are basically prefixes. There is also evidence 

of complex derivation. Since derivation can be featured in many instances, it is possible to create multiple 

levels of word structure. This can be accounted later. 

Newman (2000:366) notes that Hausa has a rich system of nominal derivation. Typically ethnonyms which 

include occupational groups are formed from place names by means of a prefix bà-, commonly, but not 

obligatorily, accompanied by a masculine singular suffix-ē HL. 

Consider the following as in (3): 

(3)a. bà - as in Katsine  bakatsine (person from Katsina) 

 bà- as in Haushe  bahaushe (person from Hausa land) 

 bà- as in Duku  baduku (leather worker) 

(3)b. ɓa- as in Zailani  bazailani (Person from Zailani) 

 ɓa- as in Knao  bakano (Person from Kano) 

 ɓa- as in Mamghi  bamamghi (Professional Teacher) 

 

The Hausa examples bear striking resemblance with our object of study, morpheme  ba-resembles the 

Kulung ɓa, this resemblance may be accidental as the two languages belong to different language family. 

Similarly, in English the works of Syal and Jindal (2014:87) is instructive. The use of prefixes of number is 

one of the many examples to buttress our points. Like in English there are prefixes used to form number. 

This strategy is also found in Kulung of Niger Congo. Consider the following in (4): 

(4)a mono   as in syllabic gloss     monosyllabic 

 uni-  as in lateral       unilateral  

 bi-  as in lingual       bilingual  

 di-  as in pole       dipole  

(4)b. di-  as in njerenrul  erosion   dinjeremul erosions 
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 di-  as in ngori Pot digori  pots 

 ma-  as in tarum    three matarum triplet 

 ma-  as in moghow   One mamoghow single 

The rule which accounted for nouns of instrument is:  

V →V → N 

5

.0 Data Presentation and Analysis 

In many languages there are words indicating a 

person’s place of origin, nationality, ethnicity, 

occupation, or even social group. In Kulung such nouns 

are formed by means of prefix ba which is attached to 

the name of the ethnic group, language identity, clan or 

place in question. It is important to note that ethnonym 

is used as a cover term here, but there are other terms 

such as patronymics (Adulhamid, 2004:80) and 

(Newman, 2000:170). 

Kulung is an agglutinative language. This is attested by 

the attachment of several affixes to the root of the word. 

Matthews (1997:12), defines agglutination in terms of 

formation in which words are easily divided into 

separate segments with separate grammatical functions. 

In Kulung a word may be seen to have carried two 

prefix morphemes at the same time. Each morpheme is 

carrying an independent meaning from the other. The 

Kulung word diɓalala is carrying two morphemes. The 

word structure dibalala can be analyzed as follows: 

 

                        Word 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

It has been observed that the word is formed with morphemes that have different grammatical functions. 

ɗi: is a plural morpheme while ɓa: is indicating ethonyms or patronymic. 

Consider the following illustrative examples as in (5): 

Prefix Root     Derived Form              Gloss   

ɓa +nghibi  → ɓaghibi    → thief 

ɓa +ntan  → ɓantan   → liar 

ɓa +limbi  → ɓalimbi   → mad person 

ɓa +mosog  → ɓamosog  → witchcraft 

ɓa +mbiya  → ɓambiya  → stingy person 

ɓa +tabi  → ɓatabi   → blind person 

ɓa +wubo  → ɓaɓawubo  → cowardice  

 

Stem 
Af 

Pf Pf 

di ba lala 

pl morpheme patronym noun 
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ɓa +mdohwom            →      ɓamdohwom  → lazy person  

ɓa +lala  → ɓalala   → useless person  

ɓa +sukghi  → ɓasukghi  → criminal 

ɓa +gapira  → ɓaɓagapira  → midcult person 

ɓa +bii   → ɓabii   → Christian  

ɓa +salla  → ɓasalla   → Muslim 

 

4.2 Instrument: Prefix ghi… 

Instrument is an indicator of object or means by which something is achieved. Thus with a key has an 

instrumental role in: 1 opened the door with a key also the rule which accounted for nouns of instruments 

is in (6):  

(6) V→-.V→N 

Nouns of in Instrument begins in prefix ghi- 

Prefix  Root/Stem Class Derived Form     Classes Gloss 

gbi + shettimurui +V→ ghíshettimurui       +N - comb 

gbi + linkaba  +V → ghílìnkaba      +N - spoon 

gbi + lisimiikiri +V → ghílìsimiìkirì       +N - cotton bud 

gbi + bíbà  +N→ ghíbìsa       +N - gun  

ghi + soban  +V→ ghísobàn      +N - life jacket 

ghi + bàlá  +V→ ghígbàlá       +N - pocket money 

ghi + wukunda +V→ ghíwukunda       +N - key 

 

4.3 Agent: prefix ɓa...   

Nouns indicating agents, the initiator of action are formed from verbs using a common prefix ɓa- 

Kulung unlike Hausa has two different forms for number and gender which is irrespective of masculine and 

feminine as in (7): 

(7) Prefix  Root/Stem Class              Derived Form  Gloss 

ɓá +     bila relate→   +N     ɓáɓìlá    - relations 

ɓá +     tongkun begging→ +N     ɓátòngkún              -praise singer, beggar 

ɓá +     tungel singing→ +N     ɓátùngel   -singer 

ɓá +     ter              lacking → +N       ɓátèr      -poor person 

ɓá +   nghibi stealing→ +N       ɓánghìbí    -thief 

 

4.4 Location: prefix bá... 

Most nouns of location in Kulung are identified by ba prefix. 
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The rule noun derives from verb as in (8):- 

(8) V→-V→N 

 

Prefix   Gloss   Root      Class   Derived Form    Gloss 

bà    place of  màmghí    +V  teaching  bàmàmghi   - school 

bà    place of lùknkàrí    +V  brewing bàlùknkàrí   - brewery 

bà   place of lúmsùbàng  +V  burying         bàlúmsùbàng  - graveyard 

bà    place of khá:r gánà   +V resting   bàkhá:r gánà  - guest house 

bà    place of núnkàrí      +V drinking bànúnkàrí   - beer parlour 

bà    place of yínlàmàtó  +V park             bàyínlàmàtó           - motor park 

bà   place of dúsùmúl    +V bathing            bàdúsùmùl   - bathroom 

 

4.5 Ethnonyms/Patronymics 

 

Ethnonyms denote persons people of a particular town or clan. It also includes some occupational groups. 

Consider the following examples in (9). 

Prefix  Gloss Root      Class        Derived  Gloss 

ɓá person from zailani +N       ɓazailani   Zailani man 

ɓá person from mutumdaya +N     ɓamutumdaya Mutum daya man 

ɓá person from gombe +N       ɓagombe  Gombe man 

ɓá person from zaria +N      ɓazaria  Zaria man 

ɓá person from kaduna +N    ɓakaduna  Kaduna man 

 

Prefix  Gloss   Root              Class  Derived  Gloss 

ɓa clan of               ɓakabakra +N Kabakra person 

ɓa clan of             kalobe  +N ɓakalobe  Kalobe clan 

ɓa clan of             tabuto  +N ɓatabuto  Tabulo clan 

ɓa clan of             kasakha:r +N ɓakasakhar:r  Kasakhaar clan 

ɓa clan of             bangai  +N ɓabangai  Bangai clan 

ɓa clan of             mbungun +N ɓambungun  Bungun clan 

 

4.6 Occupational: Prefix ɓa+... 

The morpheme ɓa has a direct bearing on occupational distribution. This morpheme is multipurpose as can 

be seen in our numerous examples. Consider (10): 

 

Prefix Gloss  Root         Gloss           Class Derived Form  Gloss 

ɓá    doer of  tuungel       singing      +V ɓatuungel     +N             singer 

ɓá    doer of ngyagangan  drumming   +V ɓangyagangan      +N             drummer 

ɓá     doer of tatau      shooting  +V ɓantatau      +N             archer 

ɓá     doer of sorgbi       sewing     +V ɓasorghi     +N             tailor 
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ɓá     doer of ɓaghi     building  +V ɓagɓaghi      +N             mason 

ɓá     doer of ɓagrighi    repairing   +V ɓaɓagrighi      +N             mechanic 

ɓá      doer of ɓagla     building +V ɓaɓagla      +N             builder 

 

4.7 Location: Prefix ɓá+  

In the realization of location in Kulung, the 6a prefix is attached to the noun of location to derive a new 

word from the noun as in (11): 

11. Prefix Gloss  Root   Class  Derived  Form Gloss 

ɓá person from  kunimul   +N      ɓakunimul +N     swamp dwellers 

ɓá person from mi tali      +N      ɓamitali +N     mountain dwellers 

ɓá person from mingum   +N      ɓamingum +N     forest dwellers 

ɓá person from kauye  +N          ɓakauye +N     villagers 

ɓá person from miyinmul  +N      ɓamiyinmul +N     Islanders 

 

5.0 Plural Ethnonyms/Patronymics/Attributes 

In Kulung, the plural of most ethnonyms are formed by adding double prefixes. Consider the following 

examples as in (12): 

12. Prefix    Gloss  Root           Class  Derived  Form Class Gloss 

di+ɓa         all people  zailani    +N             diɓazailani +N people of zailani 

di +ɓa         all people lau     +N  diɓalau  +N  people of lau 

di +ɓa        all people anghibi     +N  diɓaanghibi +N thieves 

di +ɓa         all people tnosog       +N             diɓamosog +N witchcrafts 

di +ɓa         all people lala       +N             diɓaial a +N useless people 

di +ɓa        all people sukghi        +N              diɓasnkghi +N criminals 

di +ɓa        all people tabi        +N              diɓatabi +N blind people 

  

 Conclusion and recommendation    

This study examines the nature of noun 

derivational morphology in Kulung. It has been 

established that in Kulung the affix used to derive 

new words are mainly prefixes with internal 

modification of the stem. The derivational 

morphemes have clear semantic content. In this 

sense, they are like content words. As we have 

seen, when  a derivational morpheme is added to 

a base, it adds meaning which is different from 

the base word. The rule in deriving noun from 

verbs has been illustrated as in: dobbo: (+V)- Sit, 

badobbo(+N)- chair, li(+V) - eat, ghili (+N) - 

food. 

Kulung has many rules in deriving new 

vocabulary. Adding of morphemes to root or 

stem of existing words, the new words formed by 

these processes bear meaning that is difficult to 

predict from the meaning of their parts. This is 

because the compositionality of the property 

whereby the meaning of a whole expression is 

determined by the meaning of its part is not 

obsolete in derivational morphology. This study 

also examines the prefix morphemes of Kulung 

and also discovered the morpheme contains 

semantic ingredients of the word which give light 

to phonological shape, morphological and 

syntactic information. The study as earlier stated 

is anchored on the theoretical underpinning of 

morphological theory where affixes are properly 

attached to their roots.  the paper recommend that 

the structure of grammatical categories more 

especially Verb (V), Noun (N), Adjective (A) 

should be studied for morphological analysis. As 

the word is the building blocks of communication 

in natural language.      
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